
 

 

Localization of Trains & Rolling Stock 

 
Challenge:  
Today we are largely oblivious to where (exactly!) our rolling stock is parked (or located 
when en-route). We are  
seeking a solution to give us real time overview on the precise whereabouts of all our rolling 
stock. In addition, we would know  
the exact place of formed trains, that are taken by the train staff in the yard. 

 
Goal:  
We need a solution, which gives us (exact, precise to the meter) overview of all our (parked) 
rolling stock. As an add-on  
(not in the main scope) a solution which is able to guide our personal safely to access the 
right track would be of value. The  
less hardware heavy the solution is the better.  
With an interface we can use these data's in other existing systems within SBB. 

 
Description:  
Currently we at SBB do not know on which track the parked rolling stock is. Where is coach 
number xy currently  
standing? In addition, we lack an overview of how many meters of track we still have 
available to park further rolling stock.  
For example, in Berne (our federal city and one of the larger train stations) we rented 423 
meters of track for our depots from  
infrastructure department on track M7. Now, we do not know how many meters we still 
have available? Where else do we have  
capacity if track M7 is full? What is the sequence/order of the rolling stock on this track? Is 
the wanted carriage in the front or in  
the middle (do we have to maneuver, or can we simply attach the carriage?). 
On which track does the locomotive crew find the train to prepare? And how can I get there 
safely (safe track paths).  

 
Hurdles (that we see today):  

• When you have several tracks in a yard, GPS is not exact enough to describe the 
exact track. 

• The infrastructure we use, is not in possession of SBB passenger traffic, but from SBB 
infrastructure. So when we place some  
hardware, we must ask another company to do so. Same case, when our trains are 
abroad, eg Germany, Austria, Italy and  
France 

• We know the position of our cars that are equipped with GPS, but when they are 
parked and energy runs out, the  
position is not known anymore.  

 


